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AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
Manual Drum Lifter

A

AK Handling drum lifter manufactured economy
drum handling equipments and its use for drums on
or off from pallets and widely used for stacking of
pallets. Drum lifter safely handle any size of steel drum. It’s
having convenient foot pedal arrangement and the direct lift
of the hydraulic cylinder means requires minimal foot force
applied to the lift pedal. Our drum lifter is ﬁnished in a safety
yellow powder coating.
The drum handlers are designed for lifting and moving
drums in a wide variety of industrial settings.
It also used for loading and unloading of drums from wood
pallets, plastic pallets and platform scales. And widely use for
unloading from trucks.
Features:
Most standard and popular model with capacity 300/350 kgs.
Convenient foot pedal arrangement.
Ÿ Two rear wheels swivel 360 degrees.
Ÿ Standard clamping mechanism for grips all size steel,
drums.
Ÿ Durable powder coat ﬁnish.
Ÿ Structural heavy duty steel construction.
Ÿ Drum lowering speed is controllable, operated by hand
control.
Ÿ Its Reduce time lost to personnel injuries and help
increase your facility's productivity.
Ÿ We provides handler 350 kg Capacity.
Ÿ

Ÿ

Easy use by all operators.

Wheels: Nylon wheel, Polyurethane wheel,

Full-func on control handle
with neutral

Hydraulic unit proven
reliability

A few strokes of the large steering handle
provides a full 1200 to 1600 mm of
li . A convenient control lever
has three posi ons: Raise,
Neutral and Lower. The neutral
posi on eliminates
backpressure from the pump,
allowing the handle to move
f re e l y. L o w e r i n g s p e e d i s
controlled at all load capaci es.The
handle isspring loaded and returns to a
ver cal posi on when released.The handle thick ness and
angled shape is designed for the most fa gue free opera ng
posi on.

One of the most cri cal parts of a
drum lter is the hydraulic
pump. It must withstand
thousands of li /lower
cycles, and yet be easy and
inexpensive to repair. The
Aak Li er 3.5 is life tested to
a minimum of 1,00,000 pump
cycles. The enclosed li pump
means that there are no exposed parts
such as valves or levers, which can be broken or
damaged.

AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
Easy drum entry and exit
Durable frame and
ar cula ng wheels
A robust, cross-braced frame provides unrivalled strength
and durability. Steel forgings are used on the li linkage. For
easier handling and control, the ADL has large 180 mm steer
wheels. Steer and load wheels use high quality compounds
that lower rolling resistance, provide long life, and are
smooth and quiet in opera on. To ensure con nuous contact
with the ﬂoor, the wheels ar culate to ensure you never have
the weight of the load on just one wheel. Hubcaps protect the
bearing and steer axle from side impact damage and
contamina on.

DESCRIPTION
Capacity
Max. Lifting Height(A)
Max. Height (Drum Grab)(B)
Mast. Height (C)
Overall Dimension ( L X W X H )
Front Wheel ( Dia x Width )
Stearing Wheel ( Dia x Width )
Drum Size
Net Weight
Material of Wheel

UNIT
ADL-3510
Kg
mm
1000
mm
2150
mm
1850
mm 1100 x 1150 x 1850
mm
mm
mm
Kg
150
Std.

Easy drum entry and exit The fork p and tapered moun ng
bracket design for the ADL entry drum aﬀords protec on for
the drum itself and the load wheels. The exit ramp, riser and
the exit drum are engineered for long life and impact
resistance. The combined eﬀect for the operator is excellent
entry and exit from drum li ing , even when the drum li er is
empty. A low 75 mm lowered fork height allows easy access to
diﬃcult or damaged pallets.

ADL-3514

ADL-3518

ADL-3528

1800
2700
2400
1100 x 1150 x 2400

2800
3100
2050
1100 x 1150 x 2050

350
1400
2350
2050
1100 x 1150 x 2050
ø80 x 70
ø150 X 45
ø572 X 900
165

190
Nylon / PU

210
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